Braid Template Pop Up
~Seams Like A Dream, By Kate Colleran~

You will need:
SLD 1504 Braid Template
FQG122 Stacking Pop-Up Pattern
FQG123 Medium 8” Spring Refill
FQG124 Large 10.5” Spring Refill
Or FQG125 Extra Large 14” Spring Refill
Visit us on Pinterest!

FQ-Gypsy-Pop-Up-ideas

thefatquartergypsy.com ~ seamslikeadream.com

Directions:
For the Extra Large pop up, cut 35-36 braid pieces 2 ½” x 8” using the
Braid Template (SLD 1504). Sew them into a long braid piece and trim
into an 8 ½” x 45 ½” strip. Out of a coordinating fabric, cut 3 strips 5” x
width of fabric and 1 circle 11” for the outer base. Piece the 3 strips
together and sub cut into 2 strips 5” x 45 ½”. Refer to the Extra large/large
piecing diagram and sew the 5” strips to the top and bottom of the piece.
Final size: 17 ½” x 45 ½”.
For the Large pop up, cut 28-29 braid pieces 2 ½” x 8” using the Braid
Template (SLD 1504). Sew them into a long braid piece and trim into an
8 ½” x 34 ½” strip. Out of a coordinating fabric, cut 2 strips 2 ½” x 34 ½”
and
1 circle 11” for the outer base.
Refer to the piecing diagram and sew the 2 ½” strips to the top and
bottom of the piece.
Extra Large/Large Piecing Diagram

Pieced Braid Section

For the Medium pop-up, cut 23 braid pieces 2 ½” x 8” using the Braid
Template (SLD 1504). Sew them into a long braid piece and trim into an
8 ½” x 26 ½” strip. Out of a coordinating fabric, cut 1 strip 1 ½” x 26 ½”
and
a circle 8 ½” for the outer base.
Refer to the piecing diagram and sew the 1 ¼” strip to the top of the
piece.
Medium Piecing Diagram

Pieced Braid Section
Replace the “Outer Fabric rectangle” in the Cutting Instructions with the
pieced star section. Apply stabilizer after piecing the
blocks and strips together. Assemble Pop-Up using
FQG122 Stacking Pop-Up pattern. Cut ties and loop
from inside fabric.

